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RECENT BOOKS

CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY: A SURVEY OF RECENT BOOKS

JULIET M. CASPER*

AFRICAN-AMERICAN CRIMINALS

JAMES A. CHAMBERS, BLACKS AND CRIME: A FUNCTION OF CLASS

This book, while written in chapter format, reads more like a series of essays regarding the social forces that influence the behavior of African-Americans. The author believes that the "exploitation by the dominant class through a philosophy of social exchange is the causative factor for differential behavior." Not surprisingly, racism and class figure prominently in this author's discussion of delinquent and criminal behavior.

ALCOHOLISM AND CRIME—UNITED STATES


Is alcohol merely associated with homicide, or does it play a role in the commission of a homicide? To answer this question, the author explores the historical origins of the two traditions, conducts a longitudinal analysis of city homicide rates, and examines alcohol and crime control policies. He concludes that alcohol and homicide can be causally linked and that an alcohol control policy can have a preventive effect on violence.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT—UNITED STATES

Consisting of twenty essays previously published elsewhere, this work focuses on the justification for punishment, especially capital punishment. Written by philosophers, sociologists, legal scholars, and ethicists, these essays examine whether the same arguments that justify the institution of punishment can also justify the punishment of particular individuals.

CRIME—NEW HAMPSHIRE—HISTORY

In 1812 the New Hampshire State Prison was established as a self-supporting, hard labor institution to punish and rehabilitate felons. Utilizing court and prison records along with actual case histories, Dodge is able to trace and analyze the changing definitions of crime and punishment in New Hampshire from the birth of the state prison until 1914, when the Progressive era reform culminated in the state. During this period, incarceration became a substitute for death or severe corporal punishment, and the most common conviction was for a crime against property. Dodge suggests that economic pressures and social changes played a significant role in changing the criminal justice system.

CRIME—UNITED STATES

The twelve papers in this work focus on the relationship between social and economic inequality and crime and criminal justice. Authored primarily by sociologists, the papers critically assess the available studies on this relationship, examine aspects of the relationship that are under-emphasized in the research literature, and offer new methods for viewing and understanding the causes and consequences of crime.


Exploring the politics of crime and criminal justice, Crime in the Public Mind reveals a complex relationship between political beliefs and attitudes toward crime. Author Kathlyn Taylor Gaubatz interviewed a cross-section of everyday Americans, asking them open-ended questions about the definition of crime, the government's response to crime, the use of prisons and alternative programs, and appropriate sentences. Gaubatz
then develops a theory about how Americans form and structure their ideas, how views on criminal justice relate to broader political beliefs, and how America came to a consensus about crime. Gaubatz's intention is to push Americans to reconsider whether incarceration is really the answer to every offense.

**Crime Prevention—United States**


Currently incarcerated at a federal correctional institution in Kentucky, this author describes prison culture, racism and the law, and the problems faced by the underclass in America. He believes that "poverty and racism can breed criminals much faster than society can build prisons to house them." The solutions he offers include intervention programs for inner city youths to curb the crime and violence that flourish in the cities and better educational programs in prisons to reduce recidivism.

**Criminal Justice, Administration of—United States**


Why are some ethnic and racial groups more likely to be sanctioned for criminal behavior? This is the question each of the sixteen essays within this work attempt to answer. Organized into three parts, the essays discuss such topics as the sociobiological perspective on crime, the political threat of immigrant groups, the white lynch mob, crack cocaine-related crime, and Native Americans and crime.

**Criminal Law—Social Aspects—United States**


Robinson and Darley compare the moral intuitions of ordinary citizens with the community standards incorporated in criminal codes. Hoping to generate debate about criminal codes, they conducted original studies of the views of ordinary people on issues related to the formulation of criminal codes. The studies examined secondary prohibitions, justifications, mistake and accident defenses, intoxication, excuses, culpability requirements, and degrees of punishment. Eighteen of these studies are reported, with suggestions for changes in the codes and modifications in criminal procedures.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE—UNITED STATES


As a practical guide for criminal defense attorneys, this book covers the entire criminal process, from bail and arraignment through sentencing. General approaches for interviewing clients, conducting cross-examination, or writing an appellate brief are provided with specific examples and caselaw focusing on the federal court arena. There are numerous sample forms, reports, and affidavits to aid the practicing attorney.

FEMALE OFFENDERS—CASE STUDIES


Women prisoners as a group have been largely ignored by researchers and criminologists. Sommers, a psychologist in British Columbia and former counsellor at a women's prison, conducted a series of intensive interviews with fourteen women at a Canadian medium security prison in order to gain some understanding of how and why women break the law. While researchers have previously discounted the women's own understanding of what led to their lawbreaking, Sommers believes this information is essential to rehabilitation efforts. Two common themes emerge from her interviews: the centrality of relationships in women's lives and their personal quest for empowerment.

GANGS—UNITED STATES


Most street gangs have little to do with the drug trade in America says this author, a leading international authority who has studied gangs for over thirty years. In this work, he defines and describes the street gang, addresses the recent proliferation of street gangs and gang violence, and examines gang cohesiveness and the efficacy of recent programs.

LYNCHING


Despite the fact that lynchings in Florida peaked in the 1890s and gradually declined over the next five decades, the state was the most lynch
RECENT BOOKS

PRONE IN THE SOUTH DURING THE 1930S. WHILE WHITE IMMIGRANTS GENERAL-RELY ON COMMUNITY STANDARDS OF CONDUCT, BLACKS WERE LYNCHED FOR A VARIETY OF UNPROVEN ALLEGATIONS. LYNCHINGS WERE CERTAINLY USED TO INTIMIDATE AND CONTROL BLACKS. THE AUTHOR FINDS THAT THE LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, APPROVED OF THE LYNCH MOBS AND THAT SUCH MOBS APPEARED IN BOTH RURAL AND URBAN AREAS OF FLORIDA.

MURDER—KENTUCKY—CASE STUDIES

BOB HILL, DOUBLE JEOPARDY: OBSESSION, MURDER, AND JUSTICE DENIED (NEW YORK: W. MORROW, 1995) 321 PP.

A COLUMNIST WITH THE LOUISVILLE COURIER- JOURNAL, HILL CHRONICLES THE BIZARRE DISAPPEARANCE, TORTURE AND MURDER OF BRENDA SCAFEER BY HER FIANCÉ MEL IGNATOW. HER STORY HAD HAUNTED THE NEWSPAPERS AND TELEVISION STATIONS IN LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, FOR MORE THAN TWO YEARS. HILL'S ENGAGING PROSE ILLUSTRATES MANY OF THE PROBLEMS LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS FACE WHEN DEALING WITH A HIGHLY PUBLICIZED CASE.

POLICE, STATE—UNITED STATES—HISTORY

H. KENNETH BECHTEL, STATE POLICE IN THE UNITED STATES: A SOCIO-HISTORICAL ANALYSIS (WESTPORT, CT: GREENWOOD PRESS, 1995) 179 PP.

ALTHOUGH RESEARCH ON POLICE ENFORCEMENT HAS INCREASED, SUCH RESEARCH HAS TENDED TO FOCUS ON CURRENT OR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS, WITH THE DEVELOPMENTS OF THE PAST BEING COMPLETELY OVERLOOKED. IN ADDITION, THE RESEARCH HAS USUALLY INVOLVED THE MUNICIPAL POLICE FORCES. FILLING THIS VOID IN RESEARCH, BECHTEL EXAMINES THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL FORCES THAT SHAPED THE STRUCTURE OF THE STATE POLICE FORCES. UNLIKE MUNICIPAL FORCES, STATE POLICE FORCES WERE CREATED BY LEGISLATIVE ACTS AND INTENDED TO OPERATE IN RURAL SETTINGS. FOCUSING ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE POLICE FORCES IN ILLINOIS AND COLORADO, BECHTEL FINDS DIFFERENCES IN THE CREATION PROCESS.

TRIALS (RAPE)—VIRGINIA—MARTINSVILLE


IN JANUARY OF 1949, SEVEN BLACK MEN WERE ACCUSED AND CONVICTED OF RAPE. EACH WERE SENTENCED TO DEATH, A SENTENCE THAT SEEMS HARSH BY TODAY'S STANDARDS BUT WAS QUITE COMMON IN THE SOUTH AT THIS TIME FOR A RAPE OF A WHITE WOMAN. EVERY ASPECT OF THE TRIAL AND APPELLATE PROCEEDINGS OF THESE SEVEN DEFENDANTS IS DESCRIBED AND ANALYZED BY THE AUTHOR. SPECIAL ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO THE WORK AND STRATEGY OF THE NAACP, Whose attor-
neys handled the appeals. The Martinsville Seven case was the first to attack the discriminatory application of the death penalty by using statistical evidence, and this work may prove to be the definitive account of the case.

**VICTIMS OF CRIMES—UNITED STATES—PSYCHOLOGY**


This book presents the findings of a ten year research project studying how people interpret crime and the potential for victimization. Linking survey data to official reports on crime and victimization, the author is able to examine the accuracy of the public’s perceptions and reactions. While adult perceptions of the risk for victimization are found to generally correlate with the official crime statistics, the perceptions of women in all age groups do not seem to correlate. Risk is not the only factor that influences the level of fear.